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ABSTRACT

The challenge of large-scale image retrieval has been recently
addressed by many promising approaches. In this work, we
propose a new approach that jointly optimizes the search accuracy and time by using binary local image descriptors, such
as BRIEF and BRISK, and binary hashing methods, such as
Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) and Spherical Hashing. We
propose a Multi-bin search method that highly improves the
retrieval precision of binary hashing methods. Also, we introduce a reranking scheme that increases the retrieval precision,
but with a slight increase in search time. Evaluations on the
University of Kentucky Benchmark (UKB) dataset show that
the proposed approach greatly improves the retrieval precision of recent binary hashing approaches.
Index Terms— Image retrieval, Binary Hashing, Multibin search
1. INTRODUCTION
Image similarity search has been intensively addressed recently. This is due to its importance to many machine learning
and computer vision applications. Such applications include
object recognition [1], finding partial image duplicates on the
web [2] and searching individual video frames [3]. Searching large-scale image datasets containing millions of images
using brute-force matching is not a practical task. Most stateof-the-art large-scale image retrieval approaches use SIFT [4]
feature descriptors to represent images. The SIFT descriptor has a very high discriminative power. Its drawback is the
high dimensionality. To decrease descriptors’ dimensionality,
many binary descriptors have been introduced [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
Binary descriptors are small and very fast to generate. In this
work we use binary descriptors to achieve better speedup.
To face the curse of dimensionality, many methods
have been introduced based on approximating the search
process which is known as approximate nearest neighbor
(ANN) search. Some approaches use the bag-of-visual-words
(BoVW) model [3] to represent single images with vectors
of unified dimensionality. Others [1] use clustering along
with indexing data structures to quantize descriptors. Recent
approaches [10, 11, 12] use hashing algorithms to encode
local image descriptors into binary codes. In this work we
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use some hashing algorithms to solve the problem of high
dimensionality.
Quantization errors are the major problem facing hashing methods. A query descriptor may generate a hash code
that is different from its neighbors’ hash codes resulting in retrieving wrong results, i.e. false positives. Trying to correct
these quantization errors, we propose a simple and intuitive
method. In this method, we do not only examine the single
bin that contains the query descriptor, we also examine the
surrounding bins in order to minimize quantization errors. Of
course, examining more data will increase the search time,
but the search accuracy would be highly increased.
Hashing methods approximates the problem of searching
for nearest neighbors of a query descriptor to only searching
for its nearest bin. In this work, we do not just search for the
nearest bin or bins, we also search inside bins to find which
descriptors are nearer to the query than others. This extra step
requires some very fast algorithms due to the large number of
descriptors that may reside in a single bin.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Binary Descriptors
Recent approaches to image representation favor binary descriptors such as BRISK [7], BRIEF [5], BFROST [6], ORB
[8] and FREAK [9] over other high-dimensional ones like
SIFT [4] and SURF [13]. This is due to their small size and
fast generation, although they are less discriminative. Also,
the Hamming distance can be used directly to measure the distance between pairs of binary descriptors, this is another advantage of binary descriptors. The Hamming distance dHD is
simply the number of different bits in a pair of binary strings.
The number of ones in a binary string is known as its population count (popcnt), so we may write the Hamming distance
as: dHD = popcnt(v1 ⊕ v2 ).
In this work, we chose to use the BRISK binary descriptor, which was proved to provide high discriminative power
compared to other binary descriptors and significantly lower
computational cost. The low computational cost of BRISK is
due to its use of a scale-space FAST-based detector [14].
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2.2. Hashing Methods

3.1. Approximate Search with Binary Hashing

Hashing descriptors into binary codes has been proved efficient for solving ANN problems. One of the most famous
hashing methods is the Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)
[15]. In LSH, descriptors are projected on a set of random
vectors which is randomly generated from a specific distribution such as Gaussian distribution. Each random vector
represents a hyperplane that works as a hash function. Each
hash function generates a binary bit depending on whether a
vector resides above or below the hyperplane. The total bits
resulting from the hash functions constitutes the binary code.
Another efficient hashing approach is Spherical Hashing (SH) [12], in which all data vectors are projected over
hypersphere-based, instead of hyperplanes, hashing functions. Each hash function is represented by a hypersphere
with some center vector and a radius. Unlike LSH, each
spherical hash function generates a binary bit depending on
whether a vector resides inside or outside a hypersphere.
In this work, we apply our improvement algorithms on
LSH and SH. Evaluations will show that our improvements
adds a high increase in search precision to each method.

In large-scale image retrieval, the set of images S usually consists of thousands or millions of images and the total number
of descriptors grows to the order of billions. At this scale,
hashing or quantization methods are used to approximate the
search process.
Any binary hashing method can be defined as follows:
given a set of data vectors, we need to represent each data
vector vi with a binary code bi as bi = {0, 1}l where l is the
length of the binary code. In order to make this mapping from
data vectors to binary codes, we need a set of l hashing functions H(v) = (h1 (v), h2 (v), .., hl (v)). Each hash function
generates a single bit in the binary code, 0 or 1. The goal of
the hashing functions is to generate the same binary code for
the approximate nearest neighbor vectors.
After applying the hashing algorithm, the data vectors can
be divided into a set G of bins G = {W1 , W2 , .., Wnw } each
bin contains the vectors with the same binary code. The maximum number of bins would be 2l , i.e., nw ≤ 2l . The approximation here is to consider all the data vectors in a single bin
as approximate nearest neighbors, i.e., matches to each other.
So, the set of nearest neighbor vectors to a query vector x
found inside a bin W is N N (x) = {y|y ∈ W, x ∈ W }. Of
course, the precision here depends on the algorithm used for
hashing and the length of the generated binary code. It is clear
that increasing the binary code length increases the precision.

2.3. Fast Exhaustive-Search
One of the proposed improvements is to find the descriptors,
inside a target bin, that are nearer to the query descriptor than
others. To do this, a fast algorithm is required to examine all
descriptors inside the target bin.
Many exhaustive-search equivalent algorithms were introduced recently. These algorithms yields the same or too close
results to exahustive-search results with a significant speedup.
Most of these algorithms depends on examining data points
before matching them with the query point. Examples are
Partial Distortion Elimination (PDE) [16], Projection Kernels
(PK) [17], Low Resolution Pruning (LRP) [18] and Norm Ordered Matching (NOM) [19].
We preferred to use NOM which has been proved to exceed other algorithms, in addition, it is easy to implement and
adapt. Also, NOM and PDE can be used with any metric
distance measure, including the Hamming distance which we
use, where PK and LRP are designed for L2 distance. In
NOM, not all descriptors are examined to find the nearest
ones, but only a partition of them based on their norm values.

3.2. Nearest Neighbor Bins
To minimize quantization errors, for each target bin Wi , we
pre-compute and store its nearest nwi bins. These nearest
bins are selected based on some distance threshold tw , which
is empirically chosen, where the distance between two bins
d(W1 , W2 ) is computed as the distance between their centers, i.e., their average vector. This distance threshold is, of
course, dependable on the binary code length. So, the set containing the indices of the nearest bins to some other bin Wi is
N N (Wi ) = {j|d(Wi , Wj ) ≤ tw }.
Of course, the computation of nearest neighbor bins is
done offline as a pre-processing step. After computing these
nearest bins we search inside them, in addition to the target
bin, for the nearest neighbors of the query vector. Only vectors within a distance threshold tv , which is empirically chosen, are considered near neighbors to x.
3.3. Single Bin Search

3. MULTI-BIN SEARCH
In this section, we clarify the approximated search process
based on hashing methods. Then we present the Multi-bin
search method which can be applied on any hashing or quantization method1 .
1 Source code of Multi-bin search can be downloaded from https://
sites.google.com/site/multibinsearch/

Exhaustively searching a target bin would be very time consuming due to the large number of vectors inside a single bin,
even if the distance measure used to match vectors is very
fast like Hamming distance. So, up to now, the problem is
the time cost of searching for near neighbor vectors inside
a targeted bin. To solve this problem we used NOM, mentioned earlier. A version of NOM adapted to match our case
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Algorithm 1 Searching a target bin using NOM
Input: a query vector x, the target bin Wi where x ∈ Wi
, a set of population counts of vectors inside the bin Pi =
{py |y ∈ Wi }, and a distance threshold tv
Output: a set N Ni (x) containing the nearest neighbor vectors of the query vector x within the distance threshold tv
begin
px ← popcnt(x)
lowerBound ← px − tv
upperBound ← px + tv
for each y|y ∈ Wi do
if lowerBound ≤ py ≤ upperBound then
if dHD (x, y) < tv then
Add y to the set N N (x)
end if
end if
end for each
end
is shown in Algorithm 1. In this version, the population count
is pre-computed offline for all vectors. The algorithm computes lower and upper bounds of population count that ensure
a vector may result in a distance less than the threshold. If a
vector’s population count is outside these bounds, it is assured
that it will result in a distance greater than the threshold, so it
is skipped. As a result, the distance computation are skipped
for a large number of the vectors inside the bin.
A remaining issue with the proposed approach is how to
tell that an image in the dataset is a match for a query image
depending on matching individual descriptors of the query
image. Here, we use a simplified scoring approach to tell a
percentage of matching between a query image and the candidate images in the dataset. For each query image descriptor,
we search for its approximate nearest neighbors and add one
point to the score of the images they belong to. At the end,
we normalize these scores by dividing each image’s score by
the sum of descriptors in the image itself and the query image. We put the images in descending order by their scores
and pick the top k results. To enhance the retrieval precision,
we apply a results reranking step, in which, the top k retrieved
images are exhaustively re-matched with the query image using NOM. This method is shown in Algorithm 2.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we firstly state our evaluation protocol and
benchmarking dataset, then we present and discuss our experimental evaluation results.
4.1. Evaluation Protocol
We evaluated our proposed method over the famous University of Kentucky Benchmarking (UKB) dataset [1]. This

Algorithm 2 Approximated image matching
Input:
two sets of image descriptor vectors
I1
=
{v11 , v12 , .., v1n } , I2
=
{v21 , v22 , .., v2m }
where n > m, their corresponding population counts
P1 = {p11 , p12 , .., p1n }, P2 = {p21 , p22 , .., p2m }, and a
distance threshold tv
Output: a score s representing the matching percentage between I1 and I2
begin
s←0
for i = 1 to n do
lowerBound ← p1i − tv
upperBound ← p1i + tv
for j = 1 to m do
if lowerBound ≤ p2j ≤ upperBound then
if dHD (v1i , v2j ) < tv then
s←s+1
end if
end if
end for
end for
s ← s/(n + m)
end

dataset consists of 10200 images grouped into 2550 categories, each category contains four images that are considered
matches to each other. Given a query image, it is required to
get the image itself and the other three images in the same
category as the top four results. So, the precision measure is
a floating-point score in the range from 0 to 4.
We applied our method on LSH and SH. For LSH, we
run another variation of the algorithm that requires to center
the data vectors around the origin vector, i.e. zero-centered,
this variation is denoted LSHZC. We generated BRISK local
image descriptors of size 512 bits.
All experiments were run on an Intel CoreTM i7-950
processor with 8 MB cache and 3.06 GHz clock speed,
and 8 GB memory. We took advantage of the newly introduced POPCNT instruction which was introduced with the
Nehalem-microarchitecture-based Core i7 processors. This
instruction efficiently computes the population count of binary strings. We used it in measuring Hamming distances
between bins or vectors and in the offline pre-computing of
the population counts for all bins and vectors.
In all experiments, we ran all 10200 images as queries
and took the average score. We tested hashing methods with
binary code lengths ranging from 12 to 40. For Multi-bin
search, we used inter-bin distance threshold as a percent of
the binary code length, we chose 0.125, i.e. 1 bit for each
8 bits in the binary code. This threshold empirically showed
the best trade-off between search time and accuracy. In the
reranking step, we reranked only the top 50 results to make a
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Table 1. Average query times (milliseconds)
Method
SH
LSH
LSHZC
SH-MB
SH-MB-R
LSH-MB
LSH-MB-R
LSHZC-MB
LSHZC-MB-R

12
10.044
157.278
5.216
50.925
98.773
324.395
375.055
10.919
60.113

16
1.752
147.728
0.846
74.996
122.445
1778.833
1826.268
19.546
69.730

Binary code length
24
28
0.290
0.232
24.335
11.250
0.144
0.141
73.335
74.305
119.882
119.780
2854.049 3901.451
2902.558 3950.555
34.692
69.251
82.765
116.497

20
0.646
46.663
0.219
78.213
124.856
1450.745
1498.360
22.363
71.759

32
0.060
4.303
0.121
81.444
126.975
2375.265
2424.009
62.591
110.434

36
0.187
1.292
0.175
28.933
75.580
2089.725
2375.980
1.960
48.107

40
0.126
0.237
0.178
172.792
220.559
537.185
584.126
0.821
82.564

• MB: Applying Multi-Bin search.
• R: Applying a Reranking step.
4.2. Experimental Results

Fig. 1. Comparison of retrieval precision (UKB score) between hashing methods before and after applying Multi-bin
serach and reranking steps.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 shows the scores of the evaluated methods SH, LSH
and LSHZC, and the improvement in score resulting from applying Multi-bin search method. Also, the improvement introduced by the reranking step is shown with dashed lines.
It is shown that Multi-Bin search improves the retrieval precision (UKB score) of all evaluated methods by about 100%.
The reranking step adds some precision to all Multi-bin methods by about 10-20%.
Table 1 shows average query times over 10200 queries. Of
course, original hashing methods SH and LSHZC, especially
with larger binary code lengths, have the shortest query times
but with very low precision values as shown above in Fig. 1.
The LSH, LSH-MB and LSH-MB-R query times is too long
compared to other methods, this is due to the large sizes of
bins generated by LSH. This is shown in Fig. 2 (a), the total
number of bins generated by each hashing method for various
binary code lengths. It is clear that LSH generates the smallest
number of bins. This yields larger bins that require more time
to examine. LSHZC-MB has the shortest times among all
Multi-bin methods, ranging around 50 milliseconds. Figure 2
(b) shows the average number of nearest neighbor bins found
within threshold for each binary code.
4.3. Conclusions

Fig. 2. (a) Total number of bins generated by each hashing
method. (b) Average number of nearest neighbor bins for each
binary code length.
trade-off between accuracy and time. We denoted all evaluated methods as follows:
• SH: Spherical Hashing.
• LSH: Locality Sensitive Hashing.
• LSHZC: LSH with Zero-Centered vectors.

In this work, we proposed a large-scale image retrieval
method based on binary hashing methods and binary local
image descriptors. In this method, we not only search a target bin, but also we search the nearest neighbor bins to a
target bin. The proposed approach showed significant improvement, about 100% over original hashing methods. In
our future work, we would like to evaluate our method on
many other hashing methods and binary descriptors. Also,
we would like to use larger datasets for exploiting scalability
issues.
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